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Introduction
Finance of Healthcare Services

Financing implies the existence of both sources and level 
of financial [1]. It is one of the main concerns associated with 
constructing the health system in any country is to determine the 
funding source of the health systems [2]. The main funding agent 
for health sector is the government in most countries) [3,4]. It has 
been indicated to the existence of four main sources of finance to 
fund health sector including governments, private sources, health 
insurance and external sources [5]. Government financing includes 
expenditures of health either central or local in addition to that of 
public corporations [6]. Private financing includes two approaches, 
direct and indirect. Direct financing involves personal payments 
received by a variety of providers. On the other hand, indirect 
payment involves the funds received by employer including 
coverage, other non-governmental agents such as charity fund 
raising projects [7]. Health insurance involves government or social 
insurance, private insurance, and employer –based insurance [8].

Overuse of Health Services
It is not an easy mission to reach the appropriate diagnosis 

of diseases in primary care settings [9]. Several factors act to 
complicate reaching diagnosis such as the existence of poorly 
differentiated symptoms, multiple complaints, o in addition to 
some elements relating to psychological or social distress [10]. 
It has been estimated that in approximately 40% of primary care  

 
consultations, there is a need for diagnostic tests due to insufficiency 
of evidence from history and physical examination [11,12]. It  
has been estimated that consultation in primary care are highly 
prevalent, 90% in the UK [13], and 55% in the USA [14]. Taking 
into consideration the calls for saving of £22billion from the UK’s 
National Health Service [15], and similar calls from US Medicare 
deficit predicted by 2023 to save $660billion (Fisher, Bynum, 
Skinner, 2009) [16], emphasizes the importance of diagnostic 
testing to sustain healthcare systems [17].

Overused medical tests
Across medical literature regarding the overused medical tests 

reveals the overusing of 11 tests more than 50% of the time, while 
echocardiography was overused at different rates [9]. 

Source of funding and the outcome of health aspects
Haugen [18] conducted a study about the impact of the source 

of funding on the outcome of health care. The study aimed to 
investigate the impact of three different health care financing 
models on the mortality from cardiovascular diseases. The 
financing models included the National Health Service model, the 
Social Health Insurance model, and the Private Health Insurance 
model. The findings of the study showed that lower mortality 
rates were less in both the National Health Service model and the 
Social Health Insurance model compared with the Private Health 
Insurance model. Furthermore, the performance of The Social 
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Health Insurance model was better than the National Health 
Service model.

Reducing overuse of medical services and patient safety
Lipitz-Snyderman and Korenstein [19] conducted a study 

to address the issue of reducing unnecessary medical care in 
the context of patient safety. Furthermore, there is a problem in 
identifying the persons who are responsible for determining the 
aspects of overuse. The issues of patient safety occupy a great 
concern of hospitals which implies the overuse policy should 
be planned carefully. According to the Institute of Medicine [20], 
quality of care is viewed as a measuring scale into which extent 
the health services submitted for people are expected to reach the 
planned health outcomes and cope with professional knowledge. 
Problems associated with health care quality were categorized 
as underuse (inability to offer appropriate service benefiting the 
patient), misuse (choosing appropriate service without benefiting 
patient due to complications that do not permit the implementation 
of the service), and overuse (the used service implies the exceeding 
of potential harm to potential of benefit) [21]. Overuse of medical 
services (i.e., doing too much) has gained much attention to optimize 
care value in terms of benefit and cost. Low value care implies the 
presence of healthcare services that have small potential benefits 
with less expensive cost [22]. According to the study of Brownlee et 
al. [23], low-value care involves the presence of overused services 
and services with increased cost in comparison with other options 
that give similar benefit. Overuse involves the use of various terms 
such as overtreatment (treatments are harmful for patients more 
than benefiting), overtesting (tests that harm more than benefiting 
patients), and over diagnosis (making diagnosis of irrelevant 
clinical conditions). 

Ethics finance and overused of health services
Barati et al. [24] conducted a study to review the ethical aspects 

associated with using health services. The results of this study 
showed that health insurance contracts involve the payment of 
high treatment costs for disease prevention to inhibit proposed 
harm or disease since the patient participates partially in the cost. 
This behavior has adverse consequences such as increased cost of 
insuring agents and the health system, decreased welfare, wasted 
resources, and decreased insurance coverage. Taken together, 
identifying ethical aspects associated with overused health 
services helps in avoiding moral hazards, in determining causes 
and consequences as well as control strategies and preventing 
unwanted outcomes. 

Conclusion 
In this study, we reviewed the literature for financial aspects 

related to overused health services. It has been found that overused 
health services, doing more for the patients, involves exposing 
patients to harm rather than benefiting them from one side 
and involves high level of financial costs. The question is how to 
reduce overusing of health services without affecting the safety of 
patients. In this regard, we recommend addressing these points on 
the community level and to increase the ethical standards to put 
the right health expenditures in the right place. Overused health 

services has impacts on other community sectors and reduces the 
welfare level. 
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